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LEGAL NOTICE
Please read the following carefully before proceeding to any other content of this site!
The information contained within this website is not advice and should never be treated, or acted upon, as such.
No fiduciary relationship is created through use of this website, contact with the organisation’s representatives or any other body
connected to Help4LiPs. The word ‘representative’ includes, but is not limited to, members of Help4LiPs acting in their capacity as such.
Where are you right now?

While we have made every attempt to ensure that information contained within the Help4Lips website has been obtained from sources
regarded as reliable, we make no guarantee (express or implied) with regard to the legal information on this site, its availability,
completeness, currency or accuracy.
This website is not intended to provide a comprehensive statement of the law and does not constitute legal advice and should not be
considered as such.

Certain links in this website are to third party websites of which Help4LiPs have no control. While we make every attempt to ensure that
third party contributors are reliable, we make no guarantee as to the accuracy of information contained within third party websites.
The disclaimers and exclusions above shall be governed and construed in accordance with the law of England and Wales.

Information contained within this website or given by any representative(s) of Help4LiPs should not delay the request of professional
legal assistance or be a cause of disregarding professional legal advice. No person reading this website is regarded as a client of any
Help4LiPs representative in respect of any of the contents of the site.
Any contents of the pages on our websites can be accessed or downloaded on a temporary basis and for the sole purpose of viewing such
information. Any part of the contents of the pages on our websites must not be permanently copied or reproduced without our prior
written permission.
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